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요 약

소프트웨어 개발을 성공적으로 수행하기 위하여서 유닛 테스팅은 아주 필수 불가결한 요소이다. Python, Java, C# 등

의 현대 컴퓨터 개발 언어에서는 유닛 테스팅을 용이하게 하기 위하여 다양한 기능을 제공하고 있다. 하지만, C++ 언

어에 있어서는 워낙 많은 프레임워크를 제공하고 있는 관계로, 유닛 테스팅을 위한 프레임워크 선택이 결코 용이하지

않다. 이 논문에서는 C++ 언어에서의 유닛 테스팅을 위한 프레임워크를 집약된 test runner와 분리된 test runner의 두

그룹으로 나눠서 고찰하였다.

A Study of Unit Testing Frameworks on Open Source C++
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ABSTRACT

Unit testing is proved to be vital for a successful software development process. Modern languages, such as

Python, Java and C#, have a great support and tools for unit testing. But when it comes to C++, there are a big

number of C++ frameworks available [List], and it becomes hard to make a choice of unit testing framework to use.

This paper presents a survey of open source C++ unit testing frameworks by dividing open source C++ unit testing

frameworks into two groups: frameworks with an integrated test runner and frameworks with a separate test

runner.
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machine) compiler[14] and Protocol Buffers

project[15].

It was initially designed to support a variety of

platforms (Linux, Windows, Mac OS X, Cygwin,

Windows CE, and Symbian). It is based on xUnit

architecture and has many useful features:

automatic test discovery, a rich set of assertions,

death tests, and various options for running tests,

fatal and non-fatal failures, and XML test report

generation.

Google Test has a great documentation, and

proved its reliability in many projects at Google.

4. Unit Testing Frameworks with

Separate Test Runner

Unit testing frameworks of this type are less

popular, because of portability issues. It is hard to

create unit testing framework that will work the

same way on different platforms, because of

difference in binary formats. The frameworks of

this type described in this paper (WinUnit[7] and

Cfix) will work only on Windows platform, since

originally they were designed for this platform, but

we do not deny the possibility of creating a

framework for other platforms.

4.1 WinUnit

There are great unit testing frameworks for Java

and C# - JUnit and NUnit, respectively. The

absence of such unit testing framework was a

motivation for Maria Blees to develop WinUnit[7].

As stated above, all unit tests are located inside

dynamically linked libraries (DLLs) and the

separate test runner, named WinUnit.exe, is used to

run the tests. A single unit test is really a function

exported by a dynamically linked library. For

example the code on listing A will generate a DLL

file with one unit test, called TEST_DummyTest.

Then WinUnit.exe will locate, run it and output the

result of a testing to console.

#include     "WinUnit.h"⤶
BEGIN_TEST(DummyTest)⤶
{⤶
    WIN_ASSERT_TRUE(3 > 4, _T("You 
should see this error message."));⤶
}⤶
END_TEST⤶

4.2 Cfix

Although the WinUnit framework provides a

great functionality, it has not evolved into a serious

project: no new features, no fixes and no

community. Cfix is another project with similar to

the WinUnit architecture. Cfix has been developing

in parallel with WinUnit, but it is continue to

evolve and has a strong supporting community.

Moreover from the 1.3 version Cfix is compatible

with WinUnit, that means that developers that used

WinUnit for their testing purpose, can now easily

switch to Cfix without any changes in their unit

test code. It is a great advantage for many C++

developers that work on Windows platform, because

they can use all the power of the two unit testing

frameworks.

Also Johannes Passing, the original author of

Cfix, has developed a Visual Assert, C++ unit

testing AddIn for Visual Studio, based on Cfix. It

helps to easily write, manage, run and debug

C/C++ unit tests – without leaving the Visual

Studio, which is the main development environment

for developers that work on Windows platform.

4.3 Mock Object Testing

Mock object testing is one of the core techniques

of unit testing. Mock objects have the same

interface as the real objects they mimic, allowing a
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Category
Integrated
Test Run

Separated
Test Run

Name Cpp
Unit

Boost.
Test

Google
Test

Win
Unit Cfix

Mock
Object
Testing

xUnit Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Fixtures Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Mocks No No Yes No No Yes

Exception Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No

Macros Yes User
decision Yes Yes Yes Yes

Templates No Yes Yes No No No

client object to remain unaware of whether it is

using a real object or a mock object. Mock objects

are described as a fake object that helps decide if a

test failed or passed, by verifying if an interaction

on an object occurred or not[16].

Some authors make a distinction between mock

and fake objects. In their context a fake object is

providing a set of method stubs, piece of code used

to stand in for some other programming

functionality. A stub method may simulate behavior

of existing code or be a temporary substitute for

yet-to-be-developed code. This code could be

database queries or calculations that take much

time and was replaced by a stub method for testing

purpose.

Mock objects do a little more their method

implementations contain assertions of their own,

that are used to checked whether the unit test

succeed or not. This means that a mock object, will

examine the context of method calls: checking the

order in which its methods are called, performing

tests on the data passed into the method calls as

arguments and other.

A manual writing of mock objects can

sometimes require a lot of work. Special testing

frameworks were developed for other programming

languages to support mock objects, as jMock,

EasyMock and Hamcrest. Recently, Google has

released Google C++ Mocking Framework (Google

Mock for short), that greatly helps to automatically

create mock objects for C++ code.

It is recommended to use Google Mock with

Google Test, a C++ unit testing framework

developed and used internally in many projects by

Google, which has a pretty similar to CppUnit

feature list. In spite of this Google Mock can be

integrated with different C++ unit testing

framework with some additional work.

The table 1. below summarizes and compares

some important characteristics of C++ Unit Test

Frameworks[17], which provides the overview of

what we have discussed in 3. and 4.

<Table 1> Some important characteristic

comparison of C++ Unit Test Frameworks

5. Conclusion

Unit testing is an important part of the high

quality software product development process. It

significantly helps to clarify the structure of the

project by forcing a developer to write a module

testable. Unit testing greatly decreases the number

of bugs in software products. The time spent on

debugging now can be used for implementing more

features of a product.

In contrast to other programming languages, like

C#, Java and Python, C++ has a big number of

notable unit testing frameworks. This paper
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described two families of unit testing frameworks

and mock object testing framework, they can

support any framework of both families. There is

no best unit testing framework, each of the

described above have its pros and cons. CppUnit

has proven itself in many projects for a long

history. Developers that have PC as a target

platform and hardly use Boost libraries will get

much benefit from Boost.Test library. Windows

programmers may find WinUnit and CFix highly

useful for their testing needs, especially if they use

Visual Studio as a main development environment.

Those who want to support a large variety of

platforms and to have ready-to-use mock object

testing framework are recommended to use Google

Test and Google Mock. Developers that need to

create their own testing framework can use

CppUnitLite as a basis.
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